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About the research
The research was carried out by YouthInsight (Student Edge) the largest panel
of young Australian’s. The research covered two phases:
1. Qualitative in-depth interviews (2-3 young Aussies old per

2. Quantitative online survey amongst n=700 young Aussies

group) with 20-30 young people, a mix of those who are
considering a gap year/working holiday and those looking
to take longer trips (domestically or Internationally)

to quantify the results we found in the qualitive research.
Note: Young people refers to 17 – 30 years old

What does travel mean to young Australian's?
Travel is a key rite of passage for young Australian’s. A holiday is more than kicking back and relaxing,
a ‘big overseas trip’ marks the transition from being a student/child to being a young,
confident citizen of the world.

Celebrating and
Experiencing the
rewarding themselves world through new
cultures and food

Impact of COVID-19
on young people’s
travel plans:

Meeting new
people

Exploring cities

96%

85%

stated the Coronavirus
pandemic has impacted their
travel plans

Travel Experience
Associations
There are evident gaps between what young people desire
from International travel and what they believe Domestic
can deliver. An International trip must satisfy key
emotional needs including opportunities to learn about
oneself, gaining independence and immersion in new
cultures, providing youth with a feeling of worldliness
and ‘banking’ experiences as social currency.
Domestic travel is seen as safe, geared towards relaxation
and immersion in nature, characterised by short trips
often by road in their/friends’ cars. Domestic travel is lacks
value (emotional and rational benefits, as well as cost)
when compared to overseas travel (especially considering
the perceived logistical effort of planning the trip).

Relaxing and
escaping day-to-day
life

Are planning on travelling
domestically before the end
of 2021

Associations of domestic vs. international travel
Neither of these

Attractions
& nature

Gaining
independence &
learning about self

1/3rd

Have been converted from
an International trip due to the
international border closure

Conversely, international travel offers
adventure, excitement, cultural immersion
with opportunities to meet new people
over a longer time period

Stick to one
destination at a tme
For a time later in life
Strenghthen relationships

Long stays 2-6months)

Backpacking
Meeting new people
For anytime I feel like it
Travel within Australia

Safe

Short stays (1-4 weeks)

Hotels and comfort
A reward for hard..

Nature

Internatioal travel
Cultural experience

Adventure
Travel around

Exciting & new

Base: All respondents (n=705)

66%
46%
45%
41%
8%

41%
41%
33%

would rather see other places outside of Australia

to explore nature and wildlife

31%

to experience the culture

overseas countries are better suited to the
activities I like to do

24%

have already travelled in Australia enough

to have a relaxing time
to see amazing sites
to visit certain destinations or attractions
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prefer to use their leisure time travelling overseas
get better value for money travelling overseas
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Drivers and Barriers for Domestic Travel
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Domestic Travel Behaviour
Destination Preference
New South Wales, Queensland and Victoria are the most preferred travel destinations among young people.
There is also an openness amongst to travel to regional and rural areas, and big-ticket tourist spots such as the
Great Barrier Reef, Gold Coast, Sydney, Uluru, Perth, Byron Bay and Cairns.

New south wales

49%

Northern Territory

10%

Queensland

47%

South Australia

12%

Victoria

37%

Western australia

19%

Tasmania

37%

ACT

A mix of city and
regional areas 44%
Regional 28%

19%

City 28%

Young people listed hundreds of attractions
they wanted to visit, showcasing the variety
that Australia has to offer
Young people’s knowledge of destinations and experiences
available within Australia lack some depth and there is also
concerns around cost and logistics of travel. Despite some
claimed understanding of what Australia has to offer, there is
a sense that young people simply ‘don’t know what they don’t
know’. They require more of a helping hand to engage with
the opportunities and realise their desired
emotional benefits.

Base: Respondents who want to visit certain destinations or attractions (n=235)
Size of word reflects frequency

on taking
a trip that
69% plan

lasts less than 2 weeks
on taking
a weekend getaway
50% plan
on taking
a trip that
23% plan

lasts 2-4 weeks

Travel Party
49% with friends
47% with partner
13% with siblings/cousins
12% with parents/extended family
9% solo

Transportation
by own/friends
car/campervan
66% Travel
car/
Campervan
46% Rental
Flights
36% Domestic
33% Trains
bus/
coach
28% Public
Uber
27% Taxi/
6% Other

Spend

$214

average spend
per day

Domestic Holiday
Planning
Sources of Inspiration

80% Social media
54% Online search
53% Friends
53% Facebook
45% YouTube
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Trip Length

